Washington, D. C., November 23rd, 1883

Prof. O. C. Marsh,

Dear sir,

I have to-day had shipped to you 4 boxes of fossils from the cretaceous tertiary rocks of the Gulf states; a few of the specimens also come from Montana, from the Laramie group—i.e. Fort Union & Judith River groups. I hope soon to send you more when I have separated the invertebrates from them. Major Parry's instructions to me being to send you all vertebrates in my collections.

The foregoing 4 boxes have been shipped by freight per O. O. B. E. I hope they will reach you in good condition.

Yours truly,

J. Bellows Marsh
Zonolodon wrt. n a Pret Floral Wood tvres Jasper Co. Mo.

Coral., Shark. Cott. + Liodon Dallas (Selma) Ala.

Fossil Fish. Green R. NY

Mosasaurus Wt Earl Bluff Puck Cr Montana

Dolphin wrt Coal Harbore Alaska

Turtle (55)

Lee County Mo.

Liodon Baldwinn Mo.